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The results of severel yeexa’ experience in the operation of a
small water charmel have shown that the hydraulic analogy can be used
successfully to demonstrate mamy two-dimensional coqressible-flow
phenomena. Attempts to use the 20-inch+iti water channel at the
Langley Laboratory for research projects, however, led to difficulty in
the interpretation of the data with respect to practicel flight problems
because of the low mlue of the Reynolds num%er in the water channel.
A channel permitting Reynolds numbers as lerge as 3,000,000 at tunnel
choking would have to be approxhately 10 feet wide if the water temper-
ature were 200° F or 20 feet wide if the water temperature were 100° F.
The prollem of maintaining a stable streem velocity has been solved
by using a weir to control the totsl head and a variable+ridth Laval
nozzle to control the mass flow through the channel. This system was
capable of holding the stream velocity constant tithin one+half of 1 per-
cent for
The
stration
flow and
The
an indef~te period.
water channel is recommended as an effective low-cost demon-
instrument for use in the teaching of aerodynamic compressible
as en instrument for quickly checking new ideas.
INTRODUCTION
application of the hydraulic analogy to the investigation of
—
compressible-flow phenomena has previously been discussed in reference 1.
—
Since the publication of that paper, a number of modifications have been
made on the water channel in operation at the Langley 8-foot high+peed
tunnel which have definitely increased the ease of oyeration of the
channel and the accuracy of the data obtained therefrmu. The principles
involved in these changes are presented along tith a number of su~e6tions
concerning the design of such a channel end its uses.
.
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‘Theauxiliary apparatus, such as depth-survey systems,,stiesw
velocity controls, marmneters, and equipment for flow observation by
optical methods, is considered in detail because the more important
advances in the water channel have been improvements In the auxiliary
apparatus, Suggestions ere also included that concern the operatim of
a water channel, the adjustment-of the test==mctd.onfloor shape .i.norder
to obtain a
computation
of the data
flow in the test section free from velocity gradients, the
of data,”and precautions necessq for proper interpretation
obtained.
SYMBOLS
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velocity of sound
height of water surface above floor at test-section entrance
stagnation depth of water
acceleration due to gravity
chord of model
Mach number
local pressure
stagnation pressure
radius of curvature of surface
Reynolds number
local temperature
stagne$ion temperature
velocity of water
width of channel
ratio of specific heat at-constant yressure to specific heat
at constemt volume
slope of water surface
.
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l v viscosity of water
P density of fluid
P. stagnation densi~
DISCUSSION OF
Nature
A theoretical discussion of
TIllZEYDRAUIZC ANALOGY
of the Anslo~
s
the anslogy between the flow of water
with a free surface and the two-dimensional flow of a compressible gaa
is presented in reference 2.
.
.-
.
.
The followlng table taken from reference 1 presents the analogous
relationships derived frcm a consideration of the energy, continuity,
and potential equations of the two tYPes of flow:
.
Significant quantities and
characteristics of two- Corresponding values in
dimensional compressible f3ZldOgOUS liquid flow
gas flow, 7 = 2
Temperature ratio T/T. Watetiepth ratio d Id.
Density ratio P/P. I Water+iepth ratio dldo
Pressure ratio P/P. Square of water-depth
(/)
2
ratio d d
o
rn?.Velocity of sound a = ~ Wave velocity <& I-L+ @ ““
Mach number V/a Mach nnmler V/~@
-, —
sul)soficflow Streeming water L’-_ ,67 +ps
Supersonic flow Shooting water
.
Shock wave E@iraul.icjump
Inasmuch as the anslogous relationships depend upon the deyth of the
water and no other vsriable remains to repesent a third dhuensim, the
hydraulic analog is strictly limited to two-dimensional phenomena.
.
d
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Uses of the ~draullc Analogy .,
l
A unique feature of the hydraulic analo~ is the possibility of
obtaining undisturbed measurements in the flow field about a two-
dimensional profile shape. This feature is of value for the study of
various phenmena such as the interference of the tunnel walls on the
flow about models or the study of shock ~henamena in suyersotic flow
fields. The channel is also useful for the demonstration of-many com-
pressitilewind-tunnel phenomena such as choking in subsonic wind tumnels,
schlieren and shadowgraph principles, end flow in a supersonic nozzle.
WATER4XWNNELDESIGN
The design of a water channel is somewhat similer to that of a wind
tunnel. (See fig. l(a).) The water flows from a large quieting secticm
through a converging entrance section, where it is accelerated, tito a
constant-velocitytest section where the model is placed; finally, a
pump or propeller returns the water to the quieting section. The channel
shown in figure l(a) is the verticsl+return type and is considered more
satisfactory them tie horizontel=eturn type shown in figure l(h)
because less space is required and the water surface is not disturbed
with turning vanes. The horizontal design (fig. l(b)) would probably
be more sati&factozy for lage installations because most of the channel
could be supported directly on the ground and could be lnzlltof concrete.
.
.
“w
Entrance Sections
Two types of entrance sectiaoa are shown in figure 2, each of which
me.ybe used with either type of channel. The vertical entrance section
(fig. 2(a)) has the same width as the test section and constricts the
water flow by changing the depth of the channel.- In order to avoid waves
in the testisectionand to assure a unifcq?mvelocity distribution throughout
the depth of the water, the final approach of the entrance”floor to the
test section should be very gradual.
The horizontal entrenoe secticm (fig. 2(b)) has a level floor b the
plane of the test section. The anslogy ap@ies to this entrance section
as well.as to the test section and, as a result, the principles of design
of two-dimensional wind-tunnel entrance cones msy be ap@ied. The wide
settling basin required for this entrance section makes the channel more
exyensive because oflgreater space and ~terial requirements. some diffi-
culty was experienced tith the use of this type of entrance because of
.
.
secon~ flow at the verticsl wells, such as described In reference 3.
.
b
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The walls of the channel
dicul.arto the surface of the
must he a horizontal plane in
Test Sections
through which the water flows must be perpen-
water and the floor over which the water flows
order that the pressure of the fluid at exw
Point msF depend only on the height of thetfl%e surface at that point. “
The condition on the wells may le included In the design, but the floor
must be modified because of the ~owth of the %oundary layer. Thus, the
effective rather then the physical floor should be plane and horizontal.
The floor, therefore, must be designed so that its shape can he adjusted.
A suggested method is shown in figime 2(a) in which the test+!ection floor .
is suppotipd on blocks, the height of which- be varied by using sti,
or on a set of screws placed through the lower floor. The greater versa–.
tillty of the screws is not necessq for subsonic teat sections, as the
floor.setting need not be changed once satisfactory flow is attained.
,
If visual observation methods tie to be
required in both floors for the transmission
used, glass plates are
of light through the water.
Circulating Systems
--
The puq used-for the circulation of the water should be designed
for a pressure increase of two to five times the total depth of the water
plus the losses in the antiturbulence screen. The madmum volume of flow
must be equal to the amount required to choke the tunnel. A marine pr~
peller is considered the lest suited for this purpose, as it cam punp a
large volume of water at a low pressure and.tith a minimm increase in the
turbulence level of the water. several types of installation my be used.
The arrangement shown in figure l(a) does not require that a packing gland
be kept watertight as would be the case if the drive shaft passed through
the tunnel well.
Construction Materials
Experience with the channel in operation at the Lan@ey 8-foot hi@–
speed tunnel has shown that the most important maintenance problems.are
caused by the formation of rust and the growth of algae. The algae may
be inhilited by using a smell emount of cop~er sulphate in the water. The
use of steel has proven unsatisfactory since it pramotes the formation of
rust and the presence of iron causes the copper to precipitate out of the
solution, thereby rendering it ineffective against the elgqa. It is th&%-
fore desirable to use some other material which does not possess the
characteristics attributed to the iron.
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MODEL DESIGN
Models are restricted to two+ihusnsional sections with the axis
yerpendiculer to the water surface. A sketch of airfoil+ype models Is
shown in figure 3. The pressure orifices should he flush with the surface
and have smell openings located near the bottom of the model. For reasms
to be discussed later, the model shown in figure 3(b), which has pressure
memometer tules within the model, mqy prove convenient. Because of the
space required for the tubes, this type model.could %e used only in a large
channel. The material of which the models me made must he unaffected
by the water.
AUXIHARY EQUIPMENT
Depth-Survey Systems
Because surveys of the depth of the water in the test section are
.
*
required, a qystem is necess~ which permits measurement of the depth
of the water at any point over the test section. Such a system is shown
in figure 4 In which a depth gage Is mounted on two set~ of rails in such
‘.
a manner that it w be moved to any point over the test section. The
tolerances in design and construction of the cross-rail system should
permit measuring the depth of the water to one part in a thousand.
The system may be designed for hand oyeration of the depth gage if
the channel is less than 40 inches wide. If the channel is over 40 inches
tide, remote control of the survey system is desirable. The possihllity
of mounting several depth gages on the cross rails could be considered
for reducing the time required to take surveys in a l.ergechsmnel.
The depth gage should have an indicating system which is sensitive
to about 0.0005 of the totaL depth of the chmnel. The rsnge ofithe
indicating system should cover the distsnce between the flow of the
channel and the total depth of the water. “If a gage is not available
which will cover the entire range, different length probes msy be used
to extend the rsnge. The probes should have noncorrosive tips, preferably
platinum.
An electronic relay which indicates contact of the probe end the
water surface is very convenient end is-required when the capillary
conditions or other flow conditions render a visual observation of’the
contact of the probe with the water surface almost impossible. Because
the rel~ is connected between the probe and the water, the probe must
be insulated from the frame of.the supporting carrisge.
.
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Velocity-Control Equipment
Su?)sonicvelocities of the water ~ be controlled by use of a
varia%le+peed motor to drive the propeller. The speed+ontrol require-
ments on such a motor are, however~ quite rigoro~. In order to set
the channel at Mach numhers near 1, the motor s~eed must be variable by
increments of one pert in a thousand and must remain constant within one
part in a thousand. Even if the motor s~eed control meets these rigid
specifications, the stresm Mach number varies over a period of time
because evaporation end leakage losses change the total depth of the
water and changes of resistance in the antiturbulence screen due to
collection of rust end algae chsnge the pressure drop available to force
the water through the test section.
In order to eliminate these problems, another system of velocity
control was devised for and used in the water channel at the Langley
8-foot high+peed tunnel. This system consists of two parts; one
controls the total head, and the other controls the mass flow for any
given total head.
The total head is held constant by replacing a long, level, over–
flow weir across the sqttling basin. (See fig. ~(a).) The flow over the
weir is drained into an open outsi,detank and then prmq?edback into the
channel with a consten+volume pump. The fact that this system will main–
tain the total head at a constant value mqy be seenby exsmining the flow
conditions. Suppose that a change occurs during the operaticm of the
channel which will cause the total depth to increase; then more water will
flow over the weir then is returnedby the pump end, as a result, the total
depth will decrease to its original value. Likewise, if the total depth
decreases, less water will flow over the weir * iS ret~ed by the
Pmq and, thereby, the total depth is increased to its original value.
The stream velocity was controlled by placing a Laval nozzle of
adjustable width in the channel dowmstresm of the test section. (See
fig. s(b).) The back pressure dometream from the nozzle was held low
enough to choke the flow through the nozzle. By.changing the width of
the nozzle, the mass flow through it end, consequently, the mass flow
through the test section could be controlled very readily emd, thus,
an excelJent and stable control of the stream velocity and Mach number
is provided.
The entire velocity-control system proved to be veq satisfactory.
For exauple, seversl floor boundary-layer tests were made which required
that the channel operate at a stream Mach number of 0.980 for a period
of 8 hours. This control system held the Mach number of the channel
within one+alf of 1 percent of that value for the entire period with
no changes in adjustment, an achievement which is practically impossible
to attain by means of a variable+peed tiive+motor system.
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An alternate method of streawvelocity control
figure ~(c). This method uses the flow over a weir
height, rather them the veriable+rldth Lavel nozzle,
is suggested in
of’adjustable
as a control of the
.
mase flow through the channel. This method has not been used in the
Langley chsmnel but should be equally successful. Either method requires
very sensitive means of adjustment if adequate control of streem Mach
numbers near 1.0 is desired.
Manometers
The water depths close to a wall cannot le read with a de@h gage
because the capill~ attraction of the wall for the water surface
raises the local height of the water level; hence, the water de~ths at a
wall or model surface must be read by means of pressure orifices connected.
to tubes in a manometer. The design of several manometers used i.nthe
Langley channel is shown in figure 6. Inasmuch as the water-depth
increments which are to be measured me quite small, the tubes must be
slanted as in figure 6(a) to mR@fy the readings, or a micrometer depth
gage must be used to read the depths as in figure 6(11).
..
The slant+ale boexd is easier end faster to read than the verti.cal-
tube board but is less accurate because of the greater effects of the
—
“.
capillary attraction of the tule for the water surface. The vert5cal-
tube system is recommended where accurate results sre required. This
system is more accurate because the depth gage cm be read more close~
and because the capillery attraction o~the larger tubes is much smeller
so that the inherent error of the system is reduced. The tubes in
either system must be kept clean so that the capillez’yattractions will
be uniform for all the tubes and can Ye eliminated in the cslilmation
of the manometer.
Streamline Systems
A streamline system is convenient for the
patterns, tunnel turbulence, separation, wakes,
study of streaml-lne
and other yhenomena.
.
&podefic syringes with ne&lles havi~- the yoints ground off and the
ends bent through a 90° turn have been used with fair success. A
methlyene+lue dye solution was used to indicate the streamline.
Shadowgraph and Schlieren Systems
Because the slope of-the water surface will bend light just e.adoes
a density gradient in air, the seineoptical methods msy be used for
visual observation of the flow. Although the same principles are used,
the operational characteristics otihe systems used with the channel can
NACA TN 2008 9
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be expected to be different because of the greater bending of the light.
The light path through the water may be bent 10° or more, whereas in
air the maximum lending is of the order of l! or 2’ or less. Thus, the
requirements on opticgd.systems for the water channel mu be much less
severe than those for air. In fact, the schlieren system presents the
problem of reducing its sensitivity to such an extent that the range of
contrast found in the image till be representative of the entire range
of slopes of the water surface. Usuelly, shadowgraph systems sre
employed instead of schlieren systems because of their simplicity and
lower sensitivity.
The opticelperts of the shadow~aph system used i.nthe Lmgley
channel are shown in figure 7. The o~$q.uipment required is a point
light source, opticel condenser, mirror, ground~ass screen,.end camera.
None of the components me criticel. An uc lamp, automobile headlight
bulb, or any other brilliant yoint source w be used as the light source.
The cemera sho-uld%e capable.of taking a goo3-exposure at 0.005 second
in order to prevent blurred pictures of unstable phenomena. Several
exemples of shadowgraphs msy be observed in the figures of reference 1.
The addition of schlieren equipment to a channel would be excellent
for demonstrating the mechanics of a schlieren system but, for the reasons
previous= discussed, might not be satisfactory for flow obsenation.
The requirements of a wate~hemnel schlieren system are oyposite to
those of an air system. In order to reduce the sensitivity, the focal
lengths must be as short as possible and the stop openings.much lerger
than those used for air. These requirements suggest the use of lenses
with f 2 to f 3 aperture ratings and stop dimensions equal to 10 to 20 per–
cent of the focal length of the lenses. The arrangement she= in
figure 8 was tried Wd not considered satisfactory because the optical
condensers would not form a fair image of the ‘airfoilmd because the
image waB brilliantly illmuinated sLong the lines of zero slope of the
water surface end dark over the remainder of the image, so that an
interpretation of the entire field is prevented.
ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION !KK?INIQUX
Calibrations and Mafntensmce
In order to obtain accurate data, both the measuring instruments
aud the channel test section must be csref~ calibrated end maintained.
The depth gage shouldbe checkedl~ measuring the height of a @ibrated
gage block set at a definite reference point on the test-%ection flow,
for example, the center of the model location. Then the channel should
be filled to approximately the height of the gage block, and a survey of
the depth.of the static water should le made to check the accuracy of the
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depth+ urvey system. If the deyth gage readhgs over the entire ted
~ection are not equal to the reading at the reference point, the ticre-
ments %etween the reference~oixrt reading and the reaiLlngsat the local
points should be calculated and used as corrections to the local readings
to obtain the true depths of the water. The same process should also
he used for each manometer except that, instead of referring to a gage
block, a known depth of’water in the channel as detemdned by the previ-
ously calibrated depth-uurvey system ~ he used as the standa&d reference
point. Field~urvey plots of the calibration increments facilitate the
correction of data.
Experience has shown that ell calibrations are sensitive to differe-
ntial expansions caused by changes in the temperature of the room in
which the channel is located. This ‘problemwas met by keeping the
temperature constant wlthti k3°F.
The reguler maintenance of the channel should include cleaning the
antiturbulence screens dai~, or oftener if needed, kee~lng the floors
end wells free from rust, algm, and other surface+roughening conditions,
and occasionally checking the verious calibrations. The calibrations of
the depth+urvey system may be expected to be quite stable; whereas the
calibration of the manometers reqtires checking at frequent Intenals.
.
.
.
.
.
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Adjustment of Test-Section Floor Shape to Obtain Unifom Flow
After a channel is in operation, a survey of the velocity distrilm-
tions through the test section will probably show tha.tthe velocity is
nonuniform. The nonunifomn condlticmmey be removed by properly
adjusting the shape of the test-section floor. As a first trial, the
shape of the floor should be set to compensate for a boundary l~er
calculated from considerations of the flow along a flat plate. (See
reference 4.) This setting should be checked by operating the channel
at a Mach number of 0.95 to 0.98 at the model location. Tnis Mach
number range is chosen because it represent-sa range h which the flow
is extremely sensitive to the effects of the floor boundery l~er.
Experience has shown that flow free from velocity gradien%e at streem
Mach numbers in the neighborhood of 0.95 are free from velocity gradients
at lower stream Mach numbere.
,
After the velocity distribution of the ad~usted floor is exemined,
small nonunifomities mey remain. These nonu.niformitiesmy be removed
by raising the floor slightly atilow~elocity points and lowering the
floor slightly at high points. The floor should be level in the direction ,
transverse to the flow. It will be obsemed-that progressively lowering
the downstream pressure below the value required to choke the test
.
section progressively lmcreases the stream Mach numbers to values
slightly greater than 1. The attalnmenbof supersonic flow is attributed
.
.
to a thinning of the floor %oundary l~er downstream of the throat.
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. Suggested Nomography for the Calculation of Data
.
Reference 1 shows that the Mach number of the flowmey be calculated
by the formula
r2(do – d)M= d
This formulamsy be plotted as shown in figure 9(a), in which each line
represents one Mach number and is a strai@t line through the ~oint (0,0).
Such a grayh is recommended to facilitate the computation of Mach nunibers.
A shilsr graph msy slso be made up for velocities. The formula
for velocity V =
~=- isshomas anomogral?h tifi~e 9(b).
This chart is convenient for the computation of velocity ratios, incre-
ments, emd other functions pertaining to velocity.
CHMVNEIS FOR RESEARCH
The width of a chamnel which is to be used for research may be
obtained from a consideration of the Re~olds numtierof the flow about
a model at the tunnel choking condition. The Reynolds number of the flow
about a model, when the model is assumed to le completely submerged,
w be expressed by the formula
Rn=f& (1)
where
~’=) (2)
This formulamey be used to compute the channel width required to
obtain a given Remolds number at choking if the rati,oof the water depth
to the channel width end the ratio of the model chord to the channel
width are lmown. Experience with the Langley channel has shown that a
fair compromise is obtained between vertical+cceleration effects and
floor boundary-layer effects if the total deyth of the water is one-
sixteenth of the width of the chsmnel. If reasonably small well inter-
ference effects are to be obtained, the chord of a slender model should ‘
not be over one-fourth of the channel width. By substituting the
choking velocity for V (reference 1) and letting do = ~ and Z=~ 4
12
.
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(3)
#~ .26,520 2 (4)
where W is expressed in feet, P = 1.941 slugs per cubic foot,
v = 0.000021Lf slug per foot second at 68° F, and g = 32.2 feet ~er second
per second. .
By solving equation (4) for W, it ~ be ahown that a channel
capable of tests at an assumed model Reynolds number ~ of 3,000,000
should be 23.4 feet wide. The channel size msy be appreciably reduced
by heating the water. At 2080 F, w = 0.00000607 slug per foot second,
and equation (4) becomes
Rn= 88@uw- (5)
“.
The chemnel width at-the elevated ’tem~eraturecondition is thus reduced
to 10.5 feet.
A channel that is to be used for research pro~ects which require
model Reynolds numbers as large as 3,000,000 should be a minimum of 10
to 20 feet wide and should include provisions for operating at elevated
temperatures. Because the elevated temperatures will introduce new
problems such as stesm over the water, uncomfcmtable working conditions,
and excessive heat losses, same compromise of the temperature and channel
width Is probally necessary.
Several of the disadvantages of’the high water temperatures can be
eliminated. The weir velocity+ontrol system el*tes velocity changes
due to evaporation losses. Insulating the entire chqnnel would reduce
the smount of heat required to keep the water at operating temperature,
and keeping the chsmnel covered except over the test section would reduce
the danger to personnel. The manometer,,whichmust be at the temperature
of the water, could be builtiinto the walls of the tunnel. If the model
is large enough, the tubes can be mounted in the model smd read with the
depth+urvey system as previously shown h figure 3. The most difficult
problem would probably be the elimination of the stesm over the test section ,
and the design of a survey system which would not corrode in the humid .
atmosphere.
.
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CHANKEIS F~ DEMONSTR4TION
Because memy of the effects of compressibility
lower Reynolds numbers than ere requtied for fairly
.
mqy be shown at
accurate quantitative
data, a water chamnel that is to be used for demonstration of compressible-
flow phenomena ~ be much smaller than the suggested size of a resesmh -
channel. The water channel used at the Lez@ey &foot high+peed tunnel
is 20 inches wide and has ?)eensatisfactory for demonstration p~oses.
Some of the results which have been obtained in this chsmnel are given
in reference 1. A demonstration channel could be somewhat wider than
the Langley channel, althou@ its test~ection width probably should not
exceed &O inches because of the difficulty of operating the field+urvey
equipment over the center of the test section.
The channel which is to be used primar’ilyfor demonstration should
be versatile; that is, rayid chamges of models, nozzles, and stresm
velocities should be possible. If the weir veloci~+ontrol system is
used, it should he supplemented with a ve.riabl~peed drive motor. The
variable+peed drive motor is very useful for rapi~ visual olmervation
of phenomena when the point of interest is the development of shocks in
the flow or other chauges in the field about the model.
The properties of the flow fields ~ be demonstrated either by
visual mesns or by measuring the fields with a depth+urvey ‘qystem. The
channel should be designed so that either system - be used. The use of
visual observation methods requires that the floor be transparent and
that sufficient space be allowed under the test section for the location
of the required optical equipment. Although visu+ observation is con–
venient and rapid, msmy of the effects of compressibility cannot be
visuslly observed and, as a result, must be demonstrated by surveys of
the water surface. Thus, if a chemnel is to be useful for a variety of
projects, en accurate depth~~ey systemm~t be incorporated in the
design.
The uses of a chemnel as a demonstration instrument suggest that
it would be a vsluable lowmost piece of laboratory equipment to be used
in conjunction with a course in the aerodynamics of compressible flows.
Many ex@riments may be suggested which would help the student to gain
an understanding of the problems,met in high+peed wind-tumnel research
technique. A few phenomena that csn be demonstrated are: effects of
compressibili+qyon airfoil pressure distributions, streamline flow, wakes
end flow separation, tunnel choking phenomena, subsonic and supersonic
nozzles, end subsonic and supersonic flow about airfoil sections.
14
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The limitations of the hydraulic analogy that must be considered in
the anslysis of data obtained from a water channel are:
(1) A value of the ratio of specific heats 7 different from that
obtained in air
(2) The requirement that the vertical acceleration be small with
respect to the acceleration of gr%vity
(3) The amear=e Of’ mmm other than the long ~avity wave which
corres~onds to the sound wave in air
(h) The thick laminer boundary layers existing at the low Reynolds
numbers characteristic of channels of practical size
The fact that 7 is equal to 2 is not as serious a restriction on
the analo~ as might at first be expected. A discussion of the subject
is presentedin reference 1 in which it iS shown that subsonic local Mch
numbers are not seriously affected by chenges in 7. It ~ be expected,
though, that the errors due to the incorrect value of 7 will become
more serious when the streem Mach numbers became much greater than 1.0.
The severity of.the effects of vertical acceleration of the water
depends upon loth the slope 8 of the water surface and the ratio of
the depth of’the water d to the radius of curvature R of the sursace.
So long as %oth e and d/k are small the vertical acceleration will
be small compared to the acceleration of gravity. When either 19 or d~
or both become large, for exemple, neer stagnation points on sh~ose
airfoils, near pressure peaks, and within shocks, the vertical acceleration
is en appreciable prt of the acceleration of gravity, and hence may
seriously effect the results. The effect of appreciable vertical accele~
ations is to give an absolute value of the slope of the water surface
different from the absolute value required to represent correct compressible-
flow conditions. Thus, the water will not reach sta~ation depths except
for very blunt models, the full value of the pressure peaks will not be
attained, md shocks will be diffused into broad bends. In fact, hydraulic
jumps which are analogous to shock waves are not readily obsemable unless
they are normal and stresm Mach number is 1.5-or larger.
The effects of the capillary waves me a.eerious handicap to EIhsJIow-
graph observation because the waves ere more ~ominent in the photo-
graphs than are mang of the pheiicnxmawhich the obsorver iU Dtudying.
An analysis of shadowgraphs thus requires particular care in distin-
guishing between capillazy waves and enalogy lhenomsna; however, when
the observations are recmded end plotted as depth surveys, the capiUary
.
‘.
.
.
.
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waves usuelly appear as shti sinusoidal waves with somewhat mailer
eu@itudes than the enalogy phenomena and ~ easily be fe.iredout of
the find results. Field surveys may thus be plotted for analyses which
are relatively unaffected by capi31ery phenomena.
Several atte~ts have been made to reduce the capillary effects by
adding wetting agents to the water. The results showed fewer waves
originating at the walls and model because the wetting was more uniform;
however, unstable shocks, such as those found in the mixed-flow region,
create disturbances which cause capillary waves so that the benefits
gained by the use of the agent were nullified.
The effects of the floor, well, end model boundary lqers on the
experimental results must also be considered ti the snelyeis. The effects
of the floor boundsry lqyer are the most serious, because this boundsry
lsyer represents an appreciable percentage of the entire flow. One
effect of the floor boundary layer has already been mentioned, that is,
the attainment of lo~upersonic stream Mach nunibers. Other observations
have shown that subsmic wall interference effects are reduced and the
choking Mach number appreciably increased because of floor boundary-
lqyer effects. Thus, when results are obtained which are not in accord
with wind-tunnel exp&ience, the effects of the floor boundary lqyer
should be anslyzed for a possible e~lenation. The boundsry l~er on
mnall models causes separated flow which produces pressure distributions
different from those obtained if the flow does not separate. The effects
of the wall boundary leyer are not serious, as it represents but a small
percentage of the total.mass flow tid is located sconedistance away from
the model.
It is because of the serious effects of the boundary l~er that the
suggestion was made that any channel prtmsrily intended for research
should have as large a Reynolds number as possible. At the suggested
Reynolds number of 3,000,000, separation phenmena at the model should
be shiler to comparable phenomena found in a 2=oot+iameter wind
.
tunnel; whereas the Z!O-inch-tidedemonstration channel is comparable to “
a wind tunnel about 0.4 inch in diameter.
CONCLUDING REMKRKS
l
Although the inherent limitations of the hydraulic snelogy tend to
restrict the accuracy of the pressure distribution about a model, the
water channel is nevertheless.a valuable instrument for the study of
twc+hmudonsl compressible flow. The si@ficant flow quantities me
eas~ measured in the field about the model. The most serious restric–
tions imposedby the low Reynolds number ~ be overcome by building a
channel at least 10 to 20 feet tide and by heating the water to 100° F
or more.
Even a small, low Reynolds number channel
end is economical both to lmild and to operate
NAC!A~ 2008
.
that Is quickly constructed -
- be of a?mreciable value .
for the demonstration of campressibili~-phenome&. These-&mons-trati~
should be especially kaluable to the student who is studying compressible
aerodynamics because of the many concepts which he mey obtain frcm the
operation of the chemnel and the analysis of the results of the water-
channel experiments. The channel is quite valuable for the purpose of
quickly checking new ideas and elso as a guide to the correct approach
in a wind-tunnel investigation.
Lemgley Aeronautical Laboratoq
National Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics
hxagley Air Force Base, Va., October 31, 1949.
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Figure 3.- Models for,a water channel.
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